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-Surplus payment could 
be the overpayment of 
an invoice, a duplicate 
payment, or an 
accidental payment not 
requested by any 
invoice

- Manual journal entry must debit deferred 
revenue on the contract-owning entity and 
financial unit

- Credit balance may create a PA invoice and/or a PA 
credit memo
- PA credit memos come into AR applied to the 
original invoice and are automatically approved
- PA invoices come into AR without any application

- Select the site starting “GC”
- Entry must debit deferred revenue on the 
contract-owning entity and financial unit

- Write off accounting 
should debit OCGA’s 
contra-AR and credit 
OCGA’s miscellaneous 
revenue

- Write off accounting should 
debit OCGA’s contra-AR and 
credit OCGA’s miscellaneous 
revenue

- Write off accounting should debit OCGA’s 
contra-AR and credit OCGA clearing
- External transaction accounting should 
debit OCGA clearing and credit cash
- Clearing COA is 
350.15.35100.1260.003.000.000.0.0
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